Relax, it’s backed up
Information is a key business driver and its availability is what

information in less time, across all platforms, locations, and

makes you successful. Today and every day, your data is at

storage environments from a central management location.

risk whether from cybercriminals, internal threats, employee

The agility of cloud can give you the flexibility to adjust when

error or equipment malfunctions. The cost of downtime runs

real-world data growth exceeds what you planned for years

into several thousands of dollars per hour. Backup as a Service

earlier. BaaS can offer you the security and flexibility in the

(BaaS) enables you to protect, locate, and recover more

event of the unexpected.

Eliminate data loss

Convenience and scalability like never before

iland Secure Cloud Backup™ with Veeam Cloud Connect offers a

iland’s global cloud platform provides the automation and

simple and cost-effective cloud solution for your offsite backup and

orchestration necessary to protect your critical business workloads

archiving needs. iland provides direct integration and 100 percent

with the peace of mind that comes from our ability to meet

compatibility with Veeam’s industry-leading backup and replication

your offsite backup and archiving goals from design through

software. Our secure cloud allows you to maintain air-gapped

to implementation. This combined with our focus on security,

protection and adhere to the best-practice 3-2-1 rule of data

compliance, flexibility and reporting has established iland as the

availability.

cloud platform of choice.

Intuitive cloud management

Easy, convenient, affordable, and secure

The success of your cloud is reliant on the ease of managing all the
necessary components. Easily manage all of your virtual data center
resources, view detailed performance information, access granular
billing information and more with our iland secure cloud console.

•

Straight-forward consumption model

•

All-inclusive support 24x7x365

•

Reliable restore

•

Integrated security

Cloud backup doesn’t have to be complex
and time consuming

Contact us

Proceed with confidence – ease of implementation to

visit iland.com and start your free trial today.

For more information on iland’s Secure Cloud Backup,

on-going support.
•

Expert advice

•

Fast recovery times

•

Straightforward pricing

•

On-demand testing

•

Visibility and control

•

Industry leaders

Protect business. Power innovation.
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